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interactive Lislisteninglistenintenin
by james baxter

the aim of this paper is to demonstrate english in unknown situations which are
how subscription to an english as an inter-
national

characterized by variation in linguistic
language EIL approach leads and cultural behavior diversity in the

to a appraisalreappraisalre and reformulation of teach-
ing

forms of english around the world is a fact
materials with the particular area dis-

cussed
so is however the remarkable ability which

here being listening comprehension human beings have to adjust to changed
conditions to novel environments in short

I1 the EIL approach to deal with diversity central to the EIL
what is english as an international approach are these realities of diversity and

language what does it mean to speak adaptation
english internationally put succinctly
EIL refers to the use of english by people the EIL approach thus claims to re-

flectof different nations in order to communi-
cate

the international functions of english
with one another EIL is not a pre-

scription
with greater accuracy than either EFL or

for how english should be used ESL the following statements together
and the roots of the EIL approach are in constitute the core of the approach
descriptive statements about how english
functions in todays world A further
characteristic of the approach is that it is 1 english is an international language

reformative the initial impetus for this full recognition is given the fact that other
approach is found in the realization that the languages also function internationally and

concepts of EFL and ESL are inadequate that this is a desirable situation of these

in and of themselves to capture the facts languages however it is english which is

of english language use around the world used most frequently in its international

smith 19785 for a critique of EFL functions
and ESL see baxter 1980 the EFL
and ESL characterizations of english 2 EIL refers to functions of english
language use share the common element not to any given form of the language
of predicting who the interactorsinter actors in a EIL is thus conceptually distinct from
situation will be in an EFL situation BASIC english it also differs from espe-

rantoone interactorinte ractor is always a native speaker in not being an artificial language and
in an ESL situation the ininteractorsteractorsinterter actors may be in not asserting the belief that widespread
nonnativenon native speakers of the same national adoption of a common tongue will lead to
membership eg india or in a similar global harmony in fact EIL places in the
intranational setting one interactorinteractor may forefront the reality that from a sharing of
be a native speaker however when a commonalities such as grammar lexis and
person has the ability to speak or write phonology the linguistic trivium com-

municationenglish internationally there is no pre-
conceived

munication does not automatically flow
idea as to who the potential EIL provides the means of perceiving that

interactorsinteractors in a communicative exchange enhanced world communication is possible
will be whether in terms of nationality only through recognizing all those areas of
linguistic background or cultural back-
ground

behavior which are not shared across na-
tionalwhereas in EFL and ESL specific or cultural lines

varieties of english and specific cultures can
be dealt with it is clear that in the teaching furthermore EIL is not an instance
of EIL TEIL the goal cannot be knowledge of ESP english for specific purposes
of the details of a given variety or culture it is not for example the proposal of a
or even numbers of these students must specific linguistic corpus for diplomats
somehow be prepared to operate with or international businesspersonsbusinesspersons
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3 EIL situations are frequent and can an extreme case is that of listening
be classified in terms of the interactorsinteractors to a foreigner who is not fluent in
involved his second language As emphasized

la12l2 LIll11 already communication is essentially
a matter of sharing of shared linguis-
ticinternational habits and concepts it is unhelpful

la12l2 12 to shout at foreigners or at the deaf
international their need is for us to articulate
LI LIll11 more clearly and to pause longer at

smith 197810 clause endings cherry 1978325
thus one type of EIL situation is one in emphasis added

which native or LI speakers of english who be thecherryschernysCherrys extreme case may not
come from different national and cultural extreme at all for not infrequently it is the
backgrounds are involved nonnativenon native speaker who wonders whether

4 there are many varieties of english or not native speakers are deaf the ex-
tremeincluding native and nonnativenon native varieties case could just as well be a cockney

EIL situations can be defined as situations cabbie and an alabaman tourist or it
ofofinterinter varietal communication could be two nonnativenon native speakers negoti-

ating a business contract in english from
5 communication is a social act an EIL perspective none of these is an

an act of sharing see cherry 1978esp1978 esp extreme case they are all uses of english
ch I11 and ppap 325ff corollaries in international situations

english does not belong to any one
group of people cherry continues
the use of english is always culture if a listeners verbal habits including
bound but the english islanguage similarclause structures are not to
not bound to any specific culture or those of the speaker it may be neces-

sarypolitical system for him to switch off his at-
tentionthere is a process of mutual adjust-

ment
at times so as to create his

amongst interactorsinteractors in an EIL own pauses as he needs them for his
situation cognitive activity extraction of mean-

ing6 attitudes held by interactorsinteractors in he may then lose the thread of
an EIL situation can either facilitate or the conversation 19783253261978325 326
hinder communication ie attitudes are notice that the listener here could be anycommunicatively functional speaker of english native or nonnativenon native

the problem of variation exists for bothnU TEIL listening comprehension types of speaker the listener reaction of
the above set of statements carries 11switching off is not an uncommon one

extensive implications for language teaching and in addition to the causes given by
materials let us attempt to explicate the cherry the source of such a reaction is often
implications for the area of listening compre-
hension

an attitudinal one
rivers and temperley 1978153 point

to begin let us consider a passage from out that in spite of considerable diversity
colin cherry within american english native speakers

if the listeners speech habits clause through experience adjust to variation in
structures and so on are similar to grammar lexis and pronunciation they
to those of the speaker there may be state that students of a foreign language
little difficulty however if they on the other hand may be baffled by a
differ widely owing to such things as particular item they know but do not
education age experience specialized recognize in its variant form extending
knowledge use of vernacular then these observations for both native and
the listener may experience difficulty nonnativenon native speakers of english the problem
in following and understanding of variation often involves recognitionnonrecognitionnon
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of a known item eg a word intonation 197823 seated in front of a well laden
pattern or discoursaldiscoursal function which would table the japanese says sorry that we
be readily comprehended in some other have nothing to serve you naotsukaotsukaNa
variety of english 19789 even if the american grasps the

function realized by this utterance he still
samonte 198075 speaks of the may not know how to respond should he

characteristic vernacularized local varieties remain silent would oh thats quite
of filipino english which show the marks all right or well all this food looks
of the influences of the native languages delicious to me be appropriate the
in such varieties the phonological identity example is a hackneyed one but it makes
of lexical items may be affected for the point that one of the greatest difficulties
example a speaker of filipino english whose in cross cultural intervarietalinter varietal communica-

tionfirst language is pampango will have diffi-
culty

is the ability to convey to your inter-
locutorin managing the distribution of word through an appropriate response

initial h a difficulty also found with the message that you have understood
french speakers of english to cite another correctly listening comprehension in
example the word table will have various EIL situations includes this ability to pro-

viderealizations according to the mother tongue feedback
of the filipino speaker eg teteibelibell

tje1rjbtfelnbslaaa1 1 1t1eiboltfejilbalj 11 the identity of a listening comprehension in an EIL
word may undergoundergo further variation in situation is a matter of continual adjust-

mentconnected speech speakers of english yet how is it that interactorsinteractors adjust
from hong kong who also speak cantonese
have a distribution of the glottal stop in james baxter has taught english
their spoken english which is very different in france and japan he was recently
from for instance american english a professional associate at the east
eg bad weather bleobweobx9wel6pbweo from the west culture learning institute in
point of view of EIL such examples point hawaii where he researched the
to the need to prepare students to under-
stand

notion of english as an international
spoken english in face to face inter-

varietal
language he is at present an english

situations language trainer with the intercultural
relations institute of stanford cali-
forniaof course variation is not limited to

word identity and is also found at the
level of prosody if asked can you turn
off the light when you leave a person who to one another how do they comprehend
speaks english frenchlyfrench ly might employ a one another in spite of variation we could
group final stress and rising intonation in say that they simply listen carefully
replying yes I1 can creating something listen hard or concentrate their effort
like a contrastive focus on the modal in listening the underlying ideas here are
an american speaker could take this to that listening can be a matter of degree and
mean of course ill turn it off do you that greater or lesser effort can be invested
think im stupid with prosodic variation such insights help but it must be remem-

beredleading in this case to misinterpretation that tension fatigue and anxiety in-
ducedof attitude by increased effort in listening can

variation at the level of discoursaldiscoursal negatively affect comprehension rivers
meaning is difficult to deal with and as the 1968135 140 rivers and temperley

1978831978838619788386.86.86variation is not always obvious to the inter
actors it can represent a serious obstacle to reiterate briefly variation in the
to communication consider an example english used by interactorsinteractors in international
in which a japanese invites an american situations is inevitable the pedagogical
to his home for dinner the japanese goal thus becomes one of producing in
seeks to express a certain degree of polite-
ness

students a range of skills of adaptation
and formality through the discoursaldiscoursal many of which fall under the rubric of

function of self deprecation naotsukaNaotsuka listening comprehension it has been im
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plied that listening comprehension goes highest level skill is the ability to make
beyond a receptive process for an addressee inferences about the message the social
must provide the speaker with feedback situation or the speakers attitudes rivers
and must be able to verify that any inter-
pretation

and temperley 197875 give three stages
pre tation reached does in fact conform in the process of construction of a message
to the speakers intended meaning the seen as stages of perception 1 perception
addressee needs to be able to ask for clari-
fication

of a systematic message 2 imposition
fi and for repetition the addressee of a structure according to grammatical
needs to be able to counter lexical variation knowledge of the language 3 recirculating
with what does that mean he or she selecting recodingreceding for longionglongtermtentermn memory
needs to be able to formulate a paraphrase storage it is interesting to note that most
and ask Is that what vou mean in short descriptions of listening comprehension
from an EIL perspective listening compre-
hension

concentrate on this type of perceptual
is an aspect of the mutual inter-

action
process thus depicting listening as a wholly

of participants in a communicative receptive process aitken 19791751761979175 176
situation we should thus speak of inter-
active

after listing skills such as the guessing
listening of lexical meaning handling of syntax

following discoursaldiscoursal structure and recog-
nizing111IIIlii interactive listening speaker attitudes goes on to say

theoretical work already carried out A good listener can achieve these
in EFLESL classroom materials present-
ly

understandings with reasonable ease
in use and relevant research in business and fluency he does not need to

communication will serve as a foundation stallstaffstann the speaker with frequent clari-
ficationupon which to build a pedagogy of inter-

active
fi questions or requests for

listening repetitions to refresh his short term
aitken 1979175 refers to con-

structivist
memory

models of speech perception
to convey to students this perception ofaccording to such models the listener
the good listener wowoulduid be to do them aconstructs an internal signal which paral-

lels disservice for good listening certainly in-
cludes

the utterance heard there is then a
process of matching the internal signal and anything which will lead to optimal

the speakers signal with a matching of comprehension to a successful match
an EIL situation will be characterized byunderstood meaning and intended mean-

ing the listener asking for clarification for
repetition when variation is such that basic

this concept of match is a valuable word identity is not obtained and in general
one with it we can describe the common by considerable negotiation for meaning
EIL situation in which one hears someone
speaking is certain that there is indeed much of the theory and most of the
an intended meaning but does not under-
stand

materials in EFLESL have been based on
rather than switching off that a native speaker model so that listening

person cant speak english I1 cant under-
stand

comprehension and the component skills
a word hes saying one should have been derived from situations of mini-

malrealize that what has occurred is a mis-
match

variation materials have typically
this realization would be the result embodied a dialogue form yet the inter

of an attitudinal stance the expectation actors in such a supposed dialogue have no
that such mismatchesmis matches will occur native difficulty in understanding each other
speakers of english are especially open to the student is thus given a misleading
the danger of expecting that a match will idea of what is involved in listening
be obtained in every case

the skills employed in the listening an american company sperry recently
comprehension process are generally classi-
fied

placed a two page advertisement in the new
in terms of a hierarchy chamot yorker march 10 1980808119808081 with the

197775 typically the lowest level skill heading knowing how to listen takes
is the discrimination of sounds and the more than two good ears
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the fact is theres a lot more to may seem to be too great a degree of varia-
tionlistening than hearing in english if in a situation of inter-
varietalafter we hear something we must communication listen do not cut

interpret it evaluate it and finally short the other person asking for rep-
etitionrespond to it thats listening or clarification is not interruption
it is forward of the ofa carrying processand its during this complex process

listen do let attitudesthat we run into all kinds of trouble interpretation not

for example fatigue or prejudices block you listen
ignore distractions variation in accent iswe prejudge sometimes even dis-

regard
a distraction and should be ignored insofar

a speaker based on his delivery as it is not the focus of the exchange
or appearance

we let personal ideas emotions or although few teaching materials em-
bodyprejudices distort what a person has listening comprehension as outlined

to say in the preceding much valuable work has
been done in the ofarea spoken englishwe tune out subjects we consider

difficult much of it by gillian brown 197719781977 978too or uninteresting
she deals only with variation within native

several accepted facts in business communi-
cation

speaker english however and her objec-
tivesare brought together here listening are biased eg it is a very reasonable

can be improved listening involves more minimum to expect foreign students who
than perception of an acoustic signal the hope to follow courses in this country
process includes response on the part of great britain to understand 197711
the listener attitudes affective factors biased that is from the point of view
and failure to stay with the speaker all of TEIL there is also the problem of her
can function to block comprehension taking an extended form of RP as her basic

in the field of business communication model by so doing she defines certain
it is becoming a commonplace that com-
munication

phonetic citation forms of words as con-
stantsmunication is the act of the recipient however as revealed earlier by the

that communication takes place when the examples of filipino english if one con-
sidersmessage is received kikoski 1980126 all the varieties of english there are

randseppraudseppRand sepp 197914 frequently found no constants
in the literature are self rating scales are there is also oneil and scott 1974you a good listener and guidelines a popular listening comprehension course
for improving listening competency eg consisting of actual taped interviews it
vining and yrle 1980 these guidelines includes examples of the type of variation
overlap to some extent with the skills listed found within british english yet again
in the EFLESL listening skills hierarchies the question arises can familiarity with
but there are also important skills which variation within one general form such as
have been ignored in the english language british english be adequate preparation for
classroom and which are vital in EIL situa-
tion

communication with speakers who use
for instance different varieties of english
allow the speaker to express his or listening in the real world rost

her thoughts without interrupting and stratton 1978 by avoiding stilted
do not switch offoff because of a scripted material gives students the chance

high degree of variation because the message to hear examples of the types of connected
may seem boring or because of attitudinal speech phenomena which occur in actual
reasons spoken english kameen 1979 in his

ignore distractions review says that this is a good course for
express genuine interest in the other acquainting international students who plan

to come to the US with the connectedpersons conversation
cf vining and yrle 1980 speech phenomena of informal american

english he concludes p 115 A supple-
mentalguidelines such as these point to means of text such as this can help our stu-
dentsreaching understanding in the face of what develop both the skills and the con
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midencefidence necessary for more efficient listeni-
ng

in EFLESL and the types of skills seen
in the real world does the real as valuable in business communication

world include nonnativenon native speakers eg we arrive at a reasonably clear image of
the international students themselves who interactive listening in the context of EIL
spend no little time speaking to one another the key concepts in interactive listening
in english does it include the ethnic are diversity and adaptation the diversity
groups in the US who may not speak which will be encountered by the users of
general american english yet with whom english in international situations and the
foreign students may well have contact adaptive stance which they will need if

they are to succeed given these notionsthere is one example which can be step 3 above should be modified the step
cited as being a program for teaching inter-
active

is not one of repair for break downrepairdown repair
EIL listening comprehension this is is not the best metaphor to describe what

developing awareness skills for interethnicInterethnic takes place in an EIL situation there
communication gumperz and roberts sshouldhould be the perception that variation may
1978 2 this is cited here because it em-
bodies

have impeded communication that a match
most of the points discussed in the between speaker meaning and listener

preceding there is the perceptual level understanding has not yet been achieved
with british managers being taught to there should be an attitude of acceptance
identify prosodic and stress features of of fellow participants english and of their
indian english attitudinal factors are desire to successfully communicate follow-

ingcentral and although the trainees are these two steps should be a third not of
limited to british and indian speakers repair but of accepting as listener the
the objective is broader cross cultural for inresponsibility participating a manner
communication not limited to specific which will lead to communication step
groups the underlying philosophy is that 3 could be called listening 1I will con-

tinuethere is no set of rules no specific descrip-
tion

to listen to you and will interactwhich can lead to successful cross with you so that together we will com-
municatecultural intervarietalinter varietal communication municate

every piece of good communication it is at the level of this third step thatdepends upon the response and feed-
back

we need further research and better mate-
rialswhich elicit fromparticipants for if our students are going to useeach other in the course of the con-

versation their english in todays world we must
itself and so every speaker help them to acquire the skills of inter-

active
has to develop his own strategies listeningfor interpreting and responding appro-
priatelypriately gumperz and roberts
19783 lExexamplesamplesampies of filipino english are from

aurora samontessomontesSamontes presentation at the con-
ferencethree steps for improved communication on english for international and

are suggested which taken together con-
stitute

intranational purposes east west center
a set of expectations needed for april 1978

comprehension in an EIL situation
1 2seeasee2 see also the related film crosstalk twitch-

in
1 perception I can perceive that our 1979 and background material and notescommunication has not been entirely

successful
for the film gumperz et al 1979

2 acceptance 1 I can accept that you referencesdo not intend to convey wrong or
confusing information or wrong aitken kenneth G 1979 techniques forattitudes assessing listening comprehension in sec-

ond3 repair 1 I can find ways of explic-
itly

languages audiovisualaudio visual langulanguageage
sorting out where the communi-

cation
journal 17 31753175 181811

has gone wrong p 3 baxter james 1980 how should I1 speak
by combining these three steps the english americanlyamerican ly japanesejapanese4yly or

listening comprehension skills as described internationally JALJ ALTT journal 2 1 & 2
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brown gillian 1977 listening to spoken oneil robert and roger scott 1974
english london longman viewpoints interviews for listening com-

prehensionbrown gillian 1978 understanding spo-
ken

london longman
english TESOL quarterly az1z12 3 randseppraudseppRandsepp eugene 1979 the art of

271283271 283 listening supervision 41 1114161114 16
chamot ana uhl 1977 listening skills rivers wilga M 1968 teaching foreign

in the elementary ESL class in H language skills chicago the univer-
sitydouglas brown et al eds on TESOL of chicago press

77 washington DC TESOL 748074 80 rivers wilga M and mary S temperley
cherry colin 1978 on human communi-

cation
1978 A practical guide to the teaching

ard3rd edition cambridge mass of english as a second or foreign lan-
guageMIT press 1istastI1stst edition 1957.1957 new york oxford university

gumperz john J and celiacetiaceilacella roberts 1978 press

developing awareness skills for inter rost michael A and robert K stratton
ethnic communication southall en-
gland

1978 listening in the real world
national centre for industrial clues to english conversation tempe

language training arizona lingual house publishing co
gumperz john J TC jupp and celia samonte aurora 1980 teaching english

roberts 1979 crosstalk a study of for international and intranational pur-
posescross cultural communication back-

ground
philippine context in larry E

material and notes to accompany smith ed english for cross cultural
the braBBCBRC film southall england communication london the mac-

millannational centre for industrial language press ltd 1980
training smith larry E 1978 some distinctive

kameen patrick T 1979 review of features of EIIL vs ESOL in english
listening in the real world TESOL language education chilClilchiicultureture learning
quarterly 13 11131151113 115 institute report 5 35f

kikoski john F 1980 communication twitchin john director 1979 cross-
talkunderstanding it improving it per-

sonnel
fihnfilm BBC

journal 59 21261312126132126 131311
vining jean W and augusta C yrle 1980

naotsukaotsukaNa reiko 1978 mutual under-
standing

how do you rate as a listener super-
visoryof different cultures osaka management 25 12225122 25

japan educational science institute
of osaka prefecture

addresses change
TESOL teachers of english to speakers of other languages has moved its headquarters

the new address and telephone number are 202 DC transit building georgetown univer-
sity washington DC 20057 20220262545696254569

CAL center for applied linguistics has also changed its location the new address and
telephone number are 3520 prospectProspeqt street NW washington DC 20007 202 2989292298 9292




